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Figure 9. Schematic view of constrained donor-acceptor complex.



clear that the famous Thouless conditionsI6 are decisive when the symmetry-breaking takes the form of a bifurcation, but are not very useful when multistability is concerned. B. P d b l e Guidelines for Bistability Conditions in DA Complexes. The model study of a DA complex (Li2-.F) was purely academic since it would lead to a strongly bound complex. A stable DA system should first involve a rigid chemical structure, i.e., chemical bonds maintaining the D and A partners at the appropriate intersystem distance R such that R' H IP(D) EA(A) (see Figure 9).



R should be large enough so that Ihl = ((homoDIFllumo,)RI = ((IP - EA)""' - (IP - EA)adiab 4AE The h integral may be rather small, even for relatively small R distances, if the highest occupied MO (homo) of D and lowest empty M O (lumo) of A are of different spatial symmetries. Of course, these desires are somewhat contradictory. The ionization potential of conjugated molecules decreases with the size of the 7~ system (8.15 eV for naphthalene, 7.04 eV for tetracene for instance21), but the difference between vertical and adiabatic ionization potentials also decreases with that size. The quantity IPvcn- IPdiab is only 0.10 eV for naphthalene and falls to 0.04 eV in tetracene.z2 The use of properly substituted (conjugated) molecules should be considered to solve the conflict between the smallness of IP - EA and the amplitude of A(IP EA)vert*diab. Work is in progress in that direction, considering the (D,A) molecular pairs which organic conductors are built of, and for the localization of which the condition 2AE > h was proposed by Shaik and W h a n g b ~ . ~ ~ Registry No. H4+, 12184-94-0; LiF, 7789-24-4; Liz, 14452-59-6;F, 14762-94-8; HF, 1664-39-3. (21) Boschi, R.; Clar, E.; Schmidt, W. J. Chem. Phys. 1974, 60, 4406. (22) Treboux, G., private communication. (23) Shaik, S.;Whangbo, M. Inorg. Chem. 1986, 25, 9201.
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The reactions of CH3S+ O3 products (l), CH3S0+ O3 products (2), and CH3SS+ O3 products (3) were investigated at 300 K in a discharge flow tube reactor coupled to a photoionization mass spectrometer. The measured value of kl is (5.7 f 1.4) X cm3molecule-' s-' in 1 Torr He. We observed that OH was produced in this reaction or in subsequent steps and that complex branched chain reactions, which generate CH3Sfrom its precursor molecule, took place in our flow tube reactor. We found that CH3S0was a product of reaction 1 and the branching ratio for this channel was 15 4%, between 0.7 and 2.2Torr He, independent of pressure. A preliminary value of k2 = (6 f 3) X lo-" cm3molecule-l s-I was measured. CHJSwas not a major product of reaction 2. These results suggest that the reaction with O3is a major CH3S removal process in the atmosphere. The rate coefficient for the reaction of CH3SSwith O3(3) was measured to be k3 = (4.6 1.1) X lo-" cm3 molecule-I s-l.



*



*



Introduction



Dimethyl sulfide (CH3SCH3,DMS) is estimated to make up between 50 and 90% of the total biogenic sulfur released to the atmosphere.' The CH,S radical is thought to be an important intermediate in the atmospheric oxidation of DMS and of other biogenic sulfur compounds, such as methanethiol (CH,SH) and dimethyl disulfide (CH3SSCH3,DMDS).z4 Therefore, several groups have investigated the reactions of CH3Swith the abundant tropospheric oxidants 02,NOz, and 03.5-9 Three groups have reported rate coefficients for the reaction of CH,S with NOz+' and obtained results in the range (5-1 1) X lo-" cm3 molecule-' PI. Even though this reaction is fast, there generally is not enough NOz in the marine troposphere, where most of the DMS, and hence CH3S, is present, to make this reaction an important CH3S *Author to whom correspondence should be addressed at NOAA.



removal. An earlier measurement suggested that the reaction of O3 with CH3S was slow* 58 X cm3 molecule-I s-I. The reaction of CH3Swith O2is very slow and an upper limit has been (1) Andreae, M. 0. In The Biogeochemical Cycling of Sulfur and Nitrogen in the Remote Atmosphere; Galloway, J. N., et al. Eds.; D. Reidel: Dordrecht, 1985; pp 5-25. (2) Niki, H.; Maker, P. D.; Savage, C. M.; Breitenbach, L. P. Int. J. Chem. Kinei. 1983, 15, 647. (3) Hatakeyama, S.; Akimoto, H. J . Phys. Chem. 1983, 87, 2387. (4) Grosjean, D. Enuiron. Sci. Technol. 1984, 18, 460. ( 5 ) Balla, R.J.; Nelson, H. H.; McDonald, J. R. Chem. Phys. 1986, 109, 4 - 3
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(6) Tyndall, G. S.; Ravishankara, A. R. J . Phys. Chem. 1989, 93, 2426. (7) Domini, F.; Murrells, T. P.; Howard, C. J. J . Phys. Chem. 1990.94, 5839. ( 8 ) Black, G.; Jusinski, L. E. J . Chem. Soc., Faraday Trans. 2 1986.82, 2143. (9) Tyndall, G. S.; Ravishankara, A. R. J . Phys. Chem. 1989, 93,4707.
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placed on its rate coefficient: k I 2.5 X cm3 molecule-' s-I.~ It is therefore uncertain as to what species or processes remove CH3S from the atmosphere. Recently, measurements by Tyndall and Ravi~hankara~ showed that the CH3S reaction with O3 CH3S O3 products (1)



-



+



was fast with kl = (4.1 f 2.0) X 10-l2 cm3 molecule-' s-'. However, some aspects of the CH3S/03chemistry still need to be clarified before the atmospheric importance of this reaction can be fully understood. Tyndall and Ravishankara observed regeneration of CH3S but could not identify the chemistry responsible for it in their pulsed photolysis laser-induced fluorescence experiment. Based on the analogous HS/HSO + O3reaction mechanism,'O-l'they suggested that reaction l a could produce CH3SO CH3S O3 CH3S0 + O2



+



-



AH0298 = -59.1 kcal mol-' (la) which may subsequently react with O3to regenerate CH3S CH3S0



+ O3



CH3S + 2 0 2



AHo298 = -9.1 kcal mol-'



(24



The AH values for reactions l a and 2a were obtained using heats of formation of 31 kcal mol-' for CH3SI2and 6 kcal mol-I for CH2S0.' If this reaction scheme were correct, and if C H 3 S 0 does not react with 02,reactions l a and 2a will not result in a net loss of CH3S. On the other hand, reaction 1 is fast enough to be the major atmospheric loss process for CH3S, if the products of (1) were removed from the atmosphere without regenerating CH3S in subsequent steps. The objectives of the present study are (a) to examine the kinetics and mechanisms of the reactions of CH3S and CH3S0 radicals with 03, (b) to determine what process or processes are responsible for the chain reactions observed by Tyndall and Ravishankara, and (c) to identify and quantify as many of the products and intermediates in the reaction scheme as possible. Our emphasis on the elucidation of the mechanism is facilitated by the use of a photoionizationmass spectrometer which is capable of detecting many of the species we expect to be present in the reaction mixture, including CH3,CH3S,CH3S0, CH2S,CH3SS, and CH3SS0. The CH3SSradical was formed by secondary chemistry in our source reactor and may be an intermediate in the atmospheric oxidation of DMDS. We have also measured the rate coefficient of its reaction with O3 CH3SS + O3 products (3)



-



Experimental Section The experimental system used in this study was a discharge flow tube with a photoionization mass spectrometer, which has been described previ~usly.~ Therefore, it will not be described in detail here. The flow tube, with a 2.2 cm i.d., had a 50 cm long reaction region, and the average gas flow velocity, u, in the tube was approximately 2800 cm s-l. All experiments were camed out under pseudo-first-order conditions, with the excess reactant, 03,added through a movable injector. The free radicals CH3S, CH3S0, and CH3SS were produced in a side arm reactor. A fraction of the flow tube effluents were sampled into a differentially pumped ion source, where they were ionized by hydrogen Lyman a radiation (10.2 eV), obtained by flowing pure hydrogen at 0.6 Torr through a microwave discharge. The ions were then electrostatically focused into a second chamber, where they were mass selected with a quadrupole mass filter and detected by an electron multiplier. (10) Friedl, R. R.; Brune, W. H.; Anderson, J. G. J . Phys. Chem. 1985,



During this study an accident occurred which damaged several components of the detection system. The rebuilt system suffered from increased background noise due to scattered UV light from the ion source. As a result, the detection limit for the present study was about lo9 molecules for the sulfur compounds. In this study, CH,S radicals were produced by either of the following two reactions: C1+ CHjSH CH3S + HC1 (4)



4



0 + CH3SSCH3



CH3S + CH3SO



The source chemistry of these radicals has been described previously.' It should be noted that the self-reaction of CH3S produced DMDS, CH2S, and CH3SH, which are detectable in our system. The slower self-reaction of C H 3 S 0 produces CH3S(0)S(O)CH3,CH2S0,and CH3SOH, which were also detected. Reaction 5 produced equal amounts of CH3S and CH3S0 and was used to calibrate the response ratio of the instrument to CH3S and CH3S0, detected at masses 47 and 63. We found that the (mass 47)/(mass 63) signal ratio was 1.73. It was observed that CH3SS was generated in the side arm reactor whenever CH3S was produced. This was attributed7 to a heterogeneous reaction CH3S + Swall CHjSS (6)



-



which was used as a source of CH3SS. We produced C H 3 S 0 radicals by the reaction of ethyl methyl sulfide (C2HSSCH3,EMS) with 0 atoms (7), as described previously7 0 + C2HSSCH3 C2H5 + CH3SO CH3 C2HSSO (7)



-+



+



We tested for the possibility of radical generation by reaction of the precursor gases with O3 by turning off the microwave discharge and searching for radicals with the mass spectrometer. No detectable background signals were observed, indicating that no significant radical generation occurred when the source discharge was off. The helium (299.999%), hydrogen (199.999%), oxygen (199.97%), DMDS (299%), EMS (299%), and C C 4 (299.9%) were used without further purification. The CH3SH (299.5%) was purified by distillation. O3was stored on silica gel at 196 K and was eluted from the trap with a measured flow of He. The 0,-He mixture then flowed through an absorption cell where the 0, partial pressure was measured by the absorption at 254 nm, using a cross section of 1.15 x cm2 m01ecule-I.~~



Results a. OH Production by the CH3S/03System. In the study of the CH3S + O3reaction, CH3S regeneration was observed. We have attempted to understand the chemistry responsible for this regeneration by using both reactions 4 and 5 as sources of CH3S. When CH3S was produced by the reaction of C1 with CH3SH (4), it was observed that in the presence of excess 03,the CH3S signal showed an initial decay followed by an increase at longer reaction time, as shown in Figure 1. A signal at mass 63, assigned to CH3S0 produced by the reaction of CH3S with 03,was also observed to increase with time. At a reaction time greater than 8 ms, with [O,] = 2.2 X lOI4 molecules cm-), the sum of the concentrations of CH3S and CH3S0 was greater than the initial concentration of CH3S. Since the first-order-order wall loss rate coefficients of CH3S and CH3S0 are about 6 s-I, these reactions can be neglected. This observation shows that the number of radicals in our reactor increases with time and that some complex chemistry with one or more branched chain reactions is taking place. We suspected that OH might be involved in the chain branching. However, OH cannot be directly detected in our apparatus because its ionization potential is higher than the Lyman a energy, 10.2 eV. Therefore we added C2F3C1,an efficient OH scavenger, to our reactor. The OH adds to C2F3C1with a rate coefficientof 6 X cm3molecule-' s-' at 296 K in 1 Torr He.14



89, 5505.



(11) Wang, N. S.; Howard, C. J. J . Phys. Chem. 1990, 94, 8787. (12) Shum, L. S. G.; Benson, S.W. Int. J . Chem. Kinet. 1983, 1 5 , 433.
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Reactions of Sulfide Compounds with O3
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Figure 1. Plot of [CH,S] and [CHISO] vs time, with [O,] = 2.2 X lOI4 molecule cm? source, CI + CH,SH, with [CH,SH] = 2.7 X lo'* molecule cm-,; (0)CH,S, (0) CH,SO, with [C2F3C1]= 0; ( 0 )CH3S, (m) CH,SO, with [C2F3CI]= 2.3 X lOI4 molecules cm-).



We found that CH3S, CH3SS, and CH3S0 did not react with C2F3Clon the time scale of our experiments. As can be seen in Figure 1, in the presence of C2F3C1the CH3S signal did not show any increase with reaction time, although the CH3S decay plot was still nonexponential. The C H 3 S 0 signal showed an initial increase followed by a decay, indicating that CH3S0was a product of the O3and CH3S reaction and that it reacted with 03.It also appears that in the presence of C2F3Clthe sum of the concentrations of CH3Sand CH3S0does not increase with reaction time. The above observations are consistent with the following interpretation: (i) O H is formed in the reaction of CH3S with O3 or in some subsequent step. (ii) A branched chain reaction, which increases the number of radicals in the absence of C2F3C1,takes place. (iii) O H reacts with CH3SH to form CH3S9 (iv) In the presence of C2F3Cl,the first-order CH3Sdecay plot shows some curvature, which is probably due mainly to the fragmentation of a heavier compound in the flow tube or in the ionization region, to give a CH3S radical or a CH3S+ion. This complication will be detailed later. To test this interpretation, we used the 0 DMDS reaction as a source of CH3Sand CH3S0. This source reaction eliminated the chlorine precursor and employed a different sulfur reagent. In the presence of O,,the CHJS signal showed an initial decay followed by an increase as shown in Figure 2a. No initial decay was observed in the CH3S0signal, which rose continuously over the time range investigated. A signal at mass 64 was observed to rise and was assigned to CH3SOH, although we believe, as detailed below, that there is a minor contribution from S2. The rate of formation of CH3SOH increased 5-fold between 3 and 18 ms. When C2F3C1was added to the flow tube, the CH,S and CH3S0 signals were found to decrease with time, as shown in Figure 2b. The first-order decay of CH3S was slightly curved, probably due to heavy compound fragmentation, while the decay of CH3S0was exponential. Since the reaction of CH3S with O3 produces CH3S0, some curvature in its decay might be expected. However, considering that the CH3S0was formed mainly in the 0 + DMDS source because the yield of CH3S0 from reaction 1 is small, as shown below, it is not surprising that a significant initial increase was not observed. The signal at mass 64 was found to decay with time and was much lower than when C2F3C1was absent.
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(14) Howard, C. J. J . Chem. Phys. 1976, 65, 4771.
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These observations are consistent with interpretations i, ii, and iv above and with the occurrence of reaction 8



OH + CH3SSCH3



-



+



+



CH3S CHjSOH other products



(8)



which generates CH3Sand CH3SOH. In the presence of C2F3Cl, no CH3SOH should be formed via reaction 8, although it is possible that some is made in the self-reaction of CH3S0radicals to account for the residual signal observed a t mass 64. Alternatively this signal may be due to S2. Since S2 does not react with 03,k < 4 X cm3molecule-' s-I,15 the decay of the mass 64 signal may be due to a reaction between the S2precursor and 03. We have tried to understand the mechanism responsible for the formation of OH. Reaction l e (15) Hills, A. J.; Cicerone, R. J.; Calvert, J. G.; Birks, J. W. J . Phys. Chem. 1987, 91, 1199.
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(14 forms OH and could take place in our reactor. Since we cannot detect OH, this was tested by monitoring CH2S at mass 46 in the presence of C2F3C1. The fact that CH2S is also formed in the source reactor by the self-reaction of CH3Smade this test difficult to perform. However, the CH2S signals in the presence and in the absence of O3 were the same, within the precision of our measurements. Assuming equal instrument responses for CH2S and CH3S, we conclude that the branching ratio for channel l e is 
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